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*****.Ascension: Embracing the Transformation Riding the
energies of the Shift with ease and passion The acclaimed
author of Awakening to the Fifth Dimension now takes us more
deeply into the what, why and how of the Reality Shift through
which all humanity is now transiting. This never-before
experienced cycle of global transformation and awakening is
bringing us to a time of unlimited possibilities and a new way of
being. Here, in this remarkable report, what we re being called
to embrace is described in detail: how to shift, with ease and
passion, from where we ve been living--in severely limited thirddimensional consciousness--to a return to full consciousness in
the Fifth Dimension. Based on her highly attuned witnessing,
direct experience and guidance from higher energies, Vidya
Frazier brings a keen understanding to what people are now
meeting in every aspect of themselves and their lives--spelling
out the complex impacts that range from baffling and
distressing to supremely liberating and joyful. Learn about: The
Ascension Clean-Out process Biological upgrades and
physicalrecalibrations Ascension symptoms Dissolution of
karmic...
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Reviews
Excellent electronic book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am
very easily can get a delight of studying a written book.
-- Ana sta cio K r eig er DDS
This ebook is amazing. It typically will not price excessive. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhoda Leffler
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